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Peter is eight years younger
q:Es, will Bella be twrce as

old as Peter will be then.

Present age "6Ar( +x
Bellap/e/ 14 //;*K \
Peter yfvt '/4 q \'q4vj

4f 7 c, a-t tp ), (fr
Equation: J/ q'/ X ' 'T /) /

2.) Nora is 14 years younger than Anthony. Ten years
ago, Anthony was 3 times as old as Nora was ih-en.

Flow old is each now? :r.n,,2./,.f .-_

Present age Pc',' / * "'t
Nora z/ / / /

*'-/ "t' tz -tr/ -l 2 -- ")' -1

Anthony
)/ r' */c

? ,," 'ty'zr ;7

Equation: iti'J i'i;)=* *(;*
3.) Two planes left at the same time from two airports
which are1f500 miles apartand flew toward each
other. In 5'tr6urs, they passed each other. The rate of
the fast plane was twice the rate of the slow plane.
Find the rate of each plane.

Equation: /C"f+5y = .#t;b*

Rate > Time Distgncq .
l" plane K t =l.fv
2"" plane ,7K 4 =\ /nx j

4.) Noah and Paige started from the same point at the
same time. They traveled in opposite directions on
their bicycles. Noah traveled at the rate of 9 miles per
hour, and Paige traveled at 11 miles per hour. After
hoyr mgny hours were they 60 miles apart?

Rate ) Time Distance

Noah a, r'
Paige f

5.) The sum of Maddy and her father's is 65 years.
F-ir" veutr from now, Maddy's Father will be four
tirnffiS old as Maddy will be then. Find the present
age ofeach.

Present age rt^/'*+re r'"'f
Trtddd^n b5-* T /a4 - ,v #: V,

rF4.a a( 1'f 7 +"f
'( qe

6.) A jar has $7 in it. The jar consists of nickels,
dimes and quarters. There are twice as many quarters
as nickels, and 10 more dimes than quarters. How
many of each coin are in the machine.

7.) The length of a rectangle is 5 less than three times
the width. If the length is increased by 8 inches and
ttre width is decreasedby 2 inches, a new rectangle is
formed whose perimeter is 98 inches. Find the
dimensions of the original rectangle.

j,/ -5' J,(-5*7+ -z r4S

- f-'
7 l,-e.""t :'/- -tt'?, ?; ',''

'l'1'*8.) Riant started from home on a trip, planning to
average 48 miles per hour. How fast must her brother
Keith plan to travel in order to overtake her in 3 hours
if Keith started 30 minutes after his sister?

Rate Time Distance

Rian;

Keith
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